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An insurance company starts with an initial surplus, 
collects premium. pays claims to policyhQlders and pa~= 
dividends to stockholders. What remains is th~ followin~ 
year's surplus. The process continu~s. This paper de~rribe. 
how to calculate the distribution of surplus fDr any gl\'O'n 
year. With these distributions, one can make the following 
ca 1 cuI at ions. 

First, one can calculate the pure pren,iun, for insolvency 
insurance. This pure premium will depend upon the lniti,>! 
surpl,.'s, the si ze of the insurance company ",,,<1 the thre~ho) d 
for paying dividends. 

Second, one can calculate the expected yield rate of future 
dividends. 
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Finite Ruin Theor~ 

L-!l!j: r 0 du c t 1.Q!!. 

An insuraonce compan~ starts .. ith an initial surplus. It 

co llects prelloium, pa~s claims to pol i c~holders aond pa~s 

dividends to stockholders. What remains is the follo .. inq 

~ear's surplus. If the follo .. in9 ~ear's surplus is positivF!, 

the insl.lrance compan~ can continue .. ritin9 insurance for 

another ~eaor. The process continLles. 

The mathematical description of this stochastic process i~ 

called ruin theor~. The central problem in rUIn theor~ has 

been to calculate the probabilit~ of ruin, that IS, the 

probabilit~ that the surplus .. ill become ne9ative. If the 

time interval under consideration is finite, the description 

of this stochastic process is called finite ruin theor~, 

otherwise this process is called infinite ruin theor~. 

Infinite ruin theor~ has historicall~ been an easier problem 

to solve. The Societ~ of Actuaries stud~ note on Risk 

Theor~(1983) contains man~ results on infinite ruin theor~. 

These results demonstrate some principles in sound insurance 

compan~ management. For example: 

1. Increasing the surplus decreases the probabi lit~ of ruin; 

2. Increasing the Frofi t loading decreases the probat.i 1 t~ of 

ruin; and 

1. LowerIng the limit of liabilit~ on individual cl~ims 

decreases the probabilit~ of ruin. 
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Finite Ruin Theory 

There are a number of criticisms thilt can be IIlade of this 

brand of ruin theory. 

I. The probability of ruin does not depend the sizp. of the 

insurer. This is because the size of all insurers who are 

not ruined over an infinite tillle horizon is the SallIE'!, 

nalllely infinite. This squarely contradicts the intuitive 

notion thilt larqe insurers are less likely to qo 

insolvent than small insurers. 

2. Ruin theory over an infinite time horizon is lacking in 

its treatment of dividends. If we consider the very 

sensible procedure of distributinq surplus funds over ~ 

predeterlllined alllount as dividends, we find that th~ 

probability of ruin over an infinite tim~ horizon is one. 

This dosen't leave us with IIIuch to talk about. 

3. Ruin theory does not directly answer the financial 

Questions that IIIost concern regulators and investors. 

What is th~ expected cost of an insolvency? What is the 

rate of return that one can expect from investing in an 

in~urance company? 

The purpose of this paper is to describe research on finite 

rUln theory that is currently in progress. First we will 

de~crib~ how to calculate the distributicn of surplus at the 

end of ~ny given year. This will enable us to solve th. 
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Finite Ruin Theory 

technical problems described abovp.. With these distributions 

we can then calculate quantities that are of interest to 

insurance regulators and investors. 

We will then be in position to explore the financial 

implic~tions of finite ruin theory. 
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Finite Ruin Theory 

Z. The Co.!lective P.isl, Hodel 

We will use the collective risk model to describe the 

incurred losses. This model assumes separate claim severity 

distributions and claim count distributions for each line nf 

insurance written by the insurer. The lossp.s for each claim 

and each line of insurance ar€ totaled to give tt. We shall 

use the version of the model described by Heckman and 

Heyers(1983) and Heyers and Schenk~r(1983). 

ThIS version of the collective risk model can be riescribed 

by the following algorithm. 

I. Select 8 at random from an invprse gamma 

distribution with E[I/~J = I ~nd Varrl/~J = h. 

2. For each line of insurance. i. do the following. 

2.1 Select)' at: random from a gamma distribution 

with E[Xl = I and Var[Xl = c. 
1 

2.2 Select a random number cf claims N from a Poisson 

distribution with mean X'~i' 

2.3 Select N claims at random from the claim severity 

distribution for line of insurance i. 

3. Set Xt eQual to the sum of all claims selected in 

Step 2. divided by ~. 
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Finite Ruin Theor~ 

The parameter c i ' called the contagion parameter, is.a 

measure of the uncertainty in our estimate of the expected 

claim count, Ai' for line i. The parameter S, called thp 

mb'ing parameter, is a measure of our uncertainty of the 

scale nf the claim severity distributions. Note that the 

random scaling factor, S, acts on all claim sev~rity 

distributions simultaneously. 

The claim severity distributions can be estimated by 

techniQues given by Hogg and Klugman(1984). Methods for 

estimating the mixing parameter and the contagion par8meters 

are given by Meyers and Schenker(1983). The resulting 

aggregate loss distribution can be calculated by using the 

Heckman-Meyers algorithm. The sources of error in this 

algorithm are of three kinds: (1) the approximation of the 

clai,,, severity distributions by piecewise linear 

distributions; (2) discretization error due to numerical 

integration; and (3) roundoff error. In practice one can 

obtain a high degree of accuracy by choosing a fine enough 

partition of points at which the necessary functions are to 

be evaluated. 
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Finite Ruin Theory 

We shall be illustr.tin9 our results with a single exampl~. 

The following table gives the parameters. 

Claim Severity 
Distribution 

Per Claim Retention 

Expected Claim Count 

Contagion Parameter 

Line til 
Lognormal 
""'6,_2 

1000000 

2000 

.025 

Line tl2 . 
Pareto 

b=10000,Q=1.5 

1000000 

300 

.040 

Line tl3 
Weibull 

b=100.c=.25 

1000000 

4000 

.015 

----------------------------------.-------
Mi xi ng Parameter 
Expected Loss 
Risk Premium 
Ini tis I Surplus 
Maximum Surplus 

.010 
20804660 

= 21532823 
= 10000000 

10000000 

The cumulative distribution functions for the Pareto and 

Weibull distributions are F(x)=1 - (b.'<>c+b»" ilnd 

F(x) = 1 exp(-(x/b)C) respectively. w~ say thilt iI random 

variable S has a lognormal distribution with paramet~rs Ji 

ilnd ~ if loq(S) has a normal distribution with mean Ji and 

standard deviation ~. 
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Finite Ruin Theor!.f 

:J.! __ finii!L.Ruin Thp.QD;L 

The financial status of an insurance compan!.f is usually 

m.,,,,sured at !.fear end. Accordingl!.f a rJisl:rete treatment- of 

financial results is assumed. i.e. thE state of the 

insur .. nce compan!.f's finances .ui II be calculated at tin.e 

points t - 0.1.2 ••.. where t i~ in !.fears. 

Let: 

P Risk Premium (assumed constant for all !.fears); 

X t incurred loss dur i ng ye"r t-; 

Dt storkholrJer dividends pai1 at the end fn ~~dr t; and 

Ut- surplus at end of year· t. 

We wi II assume the i n5'-llrer has a mal: iml.m slJrpl.,s A. An!.f 

funds available to the insurer totaling more than A are 

distributed to the stockholders in the form of dividends. 

Thus we assume t-he following formula for divid~nds. 

Given an initial surphls. U
0

• we define the random 

variables: 

VI U0 + P - Xl; and 

"I VI - D1 • 
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Finite Ruin Theory 

If UI < 0 the in~urer is insolvent and ceases operation. [f 

UI l 0, we assume the insurer continues operation, and w~ 

define the randolf, variables: 

V2 = UI + P - X
2

, and 

U2 = V2 - D2 • 

In general, if U~_l ~ 0, define: 

Vt Ut - 1 + p - Xt ; and 

Ut = V t - D t • 

Let Ft(v) be the cumulative distribution function (c.d.f' 

for Vt • Note that Ft(v) = 1 for v > A + P. 

Defin ... : A+P 
Pt = J' dFt'v). 

o 

Pt represents the probability that th~ insurer is solvent at 

the end of year t given solvency at the end of year t-I. 

St represents the probability that the insurer is solvent at 

the end of t years. 

Traditionally, the central problem of ruin theory was to 

find the prohability of ruin (i.e. the p"obability that the 

surpills becomes negative) within t years. In our terminolo9H 

this probability is given by 1 - St. 
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Finite Ruin Theory 

We now define som", additional quantilcies. Let: 

A 
it = ,r v·dFt.(v) + A·(I - FtIA» 

o 

A+P 
.r (v-Al.dFt(v) 
A 

r t represents the pure premiulJl for i nsol vency insurance for 

year t, given that the insurer is still solvent at the end 

of t-l years. The uncondi tiona 1 ,,'UN' premium for i nsol vency 

insuranCE for this period is St_l.rt. 

it'pt and dt/Pt. respectively represent the expected surplus 

and the expected dividend for those insurers who are still 

solvent at the end of t years. 

The results of these calculations for the sample insured arF 

given in Exhibit. I. Meyers(198oa) gives a detailed 

description of these r.:alcl1lations. Generally speaking, the 

method involves suceSSlve applications of the Heckman-Meyers 

al'1orithm. AS mentioned above, the method relies on 

numerical analysis and can, with sutficient effort, give 

accurate results. 

It is interesting to observe in Enhibit I that the 

distribution of U
t 

converges to a limiting dIstribution. Th", 

quantites Pt' rt' it/Pt and rlt/Pt are identical for t ~ 2b. 
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Finite Ruin Theory 

This fact enables us to extend the columns of this exhibit 

indef i ni tely lIIithout resort i nq to t"O? Heckman-l1<?yers 

alqori thm. 

AI: this time lIIe do not have a mathematical proof that the 

distribution of Ut converges to a limiting distrib"tion. 

There are tlllO totals of ·interest. They are the total pure 

premium for insolvency insurance and the expected total 

dividends paid to the stockholders. 

The total pure premium for insolvency insurance should 

reflect both the probability of insolvency and the time 

value of ",oney. We assume that funds to pay for insolvency 

during year t are available at the beginninq of year t. 

Accordingly, this total is given by the f"llowing fornlula. 

IIIhere vr is the discount factor. In this paper we assume an 

interest rate of ~% for discounting the pure pre_ium for 

insolvency insurance. 
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Finite Ruin Theory 

The expected total dividends paid ~o stocl:hoJder's should 

refect both the probability that dividends will bp paid 

(note that. no dividends will be paid after insolv.mcy) .. nd 

the time value of money. We assume that. dividends for year 

are paid at the end of year t. Accordingly, this total is 

'Jiven bl! the fol lowing formula. 

where vd is the discount factor. 

This total 01111 depend, in part. on the investment madp by 

the stockholders. It represents the return on thelr 

investment. 

P.e 1 O'Jl. it is proposed that the pure premium for' insolvency 

insurance be considered as part of the investment mad"! by 

the stocl:holders. Accordingly, we define the rate of r .. t ... rn 

on the investment as the interest rate for which 

is equal to the sum of the ini tial surplus and the pure 

premium for insolvency insurancG. 
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Finite Ruin Theory 

4. Financial Implicatjcns 

4.1 Insolvency Insurance 

M .. ny states set UP guaranty funds to pay amn.u.ts dUE' to 

policyholders of insolvent insurance companies. 

for the guaranty funds comes from assessments tn license~ 

in5urance companil?s in propnrtion to premil'm ",r; tten. 

There are a n'Jmbeor of act ions a prudent insurance company 

can take t.:o prevent insolvency. Thes'? include: 

1. Maintaining an adequate surplus; 

2. Maintainjng an ad~qu .. t€ s~curity Jo .. din~: 

3. Pu>"chasjnq e"r::-ess of loss reinsurance; anr! 

4. Increasing the 51;'", of the? company +0 gain the benefit:; 

of pooling. 

The present method of guaranty fund assessments does not 

re",ard these dctions. Using finite ruin theory one can 

proper Iy account for thE'se actions, and thus provide 

financial incentives for prudent management of an insuranc'? 

company. 

Th:? author is proPo!'ling that contrit>utions· to guaranty ftlnd'· 

bp based un the pure premium for insolvency insurance as 

de" inp.d "tll:)Ve. Tt.ese ideoas wi I I bt' discu=sed in gre .. +er 

doe t a iii n a paper' by l1e~Ie"sl 1 ">j."'b I • 
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Finite Ruin Theory 

4.2 The Rate of Return on the Stockholder's Investment 

In evaluating investment opportunities, one considers suct. 

factors as the expected yield on one's investment, and how 

the actual yield may vary from the expected Yield. Finite 

ruin theory provides the information neccessary to answer 

these questions. 

The yield for thE! insurer described in Table 1 is 8.48:1.. 

Exhibit I provides the expected dividends and the 

It the probabIlity of receiving dividends in future years. 

stockholders decide to reinvest profits by choosing 

SI2,000,000 as the maximum surplus, the yield drops to 

7.43%, but as Exhibit II shows, the stockholders are likely 

to be receiving dIvidends for a longer period of time. 

Tt.e an,ount one chooses to invest in an insurance company 

depends upon the.yield of alternative investments available. 

One would expect the amount of surplus to approach the 

amount required to yield the same rate as the alternative 

investments. This assumes no adjustment in reinsurance 

arrangements or security loadings, and that the investor is 

risk neutral. 

Suppose. for example, that alternative investments yield 

12.5%. Finite ruin theory predicts that the surplus 

supportin~ the insurance company described by T .. ble 1 will 

shrink to something in the neighborhood of S~,000,000. ~ut 
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Finite Ruin rheo .. y 

as Exhibit III shows, this investment will be .. iskier than 

an investment of 110,00121,000 in the SCI me cOII,p,my. Thus tt, .. 

..... sul ts lI,ay va .. !.! dependi nq on the investo .. • t= at. t i h'de to,,,,,, .. rI 

.. isk. 

~. NiscE'lleneous Rema .. ks 

Th.· .. ole of dividends i., finite .. uin theo .. y '''CIS o .. iqinCllly 

discussed by de Finetti (1957). ,. mo .. e .. ecpnt acc-oLlnt is 

given by P·uhlmann(19701. 

There a .. e a numbp .. of facto .. s thdt remain tn ba explor~d. 

Tho;;o;e tnclude the foll"'"inql 

\. the effect of invest.ment income; 

2. the effect of 'mc ..... tain loss .. ese .. ves; and 

3. the effect of the unde .. wr·itinq cycle. 

This Jist is by no means e"haustiv~. 
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Finite Ruin Theory 

E,.hibi,t I 

INSURER SOLVENCY MODEL 

INITIAL. SURPLUS 10000000 
CAP ON SURPLUS 10000000 

PREMIUM PAYI'IENT EACH PERIOD - 21532823 
EXPECTED LOSS EACH PERIOD 20804060 

YEAR PT ST RT RT*ST-l IT/PT DT/PT 

1 .99729 .99729 3870 3870 9050076 1710563 
2 .98875 .98607 2OB89 20832 8553995 1357246 
3 .98112 .96745 36909 36395 8280232 1218146 
4 .97623 .94446 47404 45861 8127466 1148814 
5 .97337 .91930 53593 50617 8041619 1111374 
6 .97173 .89331 57136 52526 7993169 1090537 
"1 .97080 .86723 59149 52838 7965757 1078805 
8 .97028 .84145 60290 52285 7950225 1072168 
9 .96998 .81619 60937 51275 7941417 1068407 

10 .96981 .79155 61304 50036 7936419 1066273 
11 .96971 .76757 61512 48690 7933583 1065063 
12 .96966 .74428 61630 47306 7931974 1064375 
13 .96963 .72168 61697 45920 7931060 1063985 
14 .96961 .69974 61735 44553 7930541 1063764 
15 .96960 .67847 61757 43214 7930247 1063638 
16 .96959 .65784 61769 41909 7930079 1063567 
17 .96959 .63784 61776 40639 7929984 1063526 
18 .96959 .61844 61780 39400 7929931 1063503 
19 .96959 .59963 61783 38209 7929900 1063490 
20 .96959 .58139 61784 37047 7929883 1063483 
21 .96959 .50371 61785 35921 7929873 1063479 
22 .96959 .54657 61785 34829 7929867 1063476 
23 .96959 .52994 61785 33770 7929864 1063475 
24 .96959 .51383 61785 32743 7929862 1063474 
25 .96959 .49820 61785 31747 7929861 1063474 
20 .96959 .48305 61785 30781 7929861 1063473 
27 .96959 .40835 61785 29845 7929860 1063473 
2B .96959 .45411 61785 28937 7929860 1063473 
29 .96959 .44030 61785 28057 7929860 1063473 
30 .96959 .42691 61785 27204 7929860 1063473 
31 .96959 .41392 61785 26376 7929860 1063473 
32 .96959 .40133 61785 25574 7929860 1063473 
33 .96959 .38913 61785 24796 7929860 1063473 
34 .96959 .37729 61785 24042 7929860 1063473 
35 .96959 .36582 61785 23311 7929860 1063473 

PURE PREMIUM FOR INSOLVENCY INSURANCE 627570 
DISCOUNTED AT INTEREST RATE 6.00X 

RATE OF RETURN TO STOCKHOLDERS 8.4BX 
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Exhibit 11 

INSURER SOLVENCY MODEL 

INITIAL SURPLUS 10000000 
CAP ON SURPLUS 12000000 

PREMIUM PAYMENT EACH PERIOD - 21:J32823 
EXPECTED LOSS EACH PERIOD 20804660 

YEAR PT ST RT RT*ST-l IT/PT DT/PT 

1 .99723 .99723 3870 3870 10043721 718103 
2 .98983 .98709 192:J9 19206 9869960 1032032 
3 .98501 .97229 29790 29406 974:J680 1044010 
4 .98260 .9:J537 3:J064 34093 966:J464 1029585 
:J .98131 .93752 37836 36147 9614082 1016007 
6 . 980:J7 .91931 39427 36964 9581131 1006220 
7 .98012 .90103 40396 37136 9:J:J9969 999645 
8 .97984 .88286 41003 3694:J 9:J46368 995339 
9 . 9796:J .86490 41389 36:J41 9:J37621 992547 

10 .97954 .84720 41636 36011 9:J31994 990745 
11 .97946 .82980 4179:J 3:J408 9:J28373 989584 
12 .97942 .81272 41897 34766 9:J26043 988836 
13 .97938 .79597 41962 34104 9:J24544 988355 
14 .97936 .77954 42005 33434 9:J23578 988045 
1:J .97935 .76344 42032 32765 9:J22957 987845 
16 .97934 .74767 42049 32102 9:J22557 987717 
17 .97934 .73223 42061 31447 9:J223oo 987634 
18 .97933 .71709 42068 30803 9:J22134 987581 
19 .97933 .70227 42072 30170 9522028 987547 
20 .97933 .68776 4207:J 29548 9521959 987525 
21 .97933 . 673M 42077 28939 9521915 987511 
22 .97933 .6:J962 42079 2B342 9:J21BB7 987502 
23 .97933 . 64:J99 42079 277:J6 9:J21868 987496 
24 .97933 .63263 42080 27183 9521856 987492 
25 .97933 . 619:J6 42080 26621 9521849 987489 
26 .97933 .6067:J 42081 26071 9:J21844 987488 
27 .97933 .59421 42081 25:J32 9521841 987487 
:ze .97933 .58192 42081 25004 9521839 987486 
29 .97933 .56989 42081 24488 9521838 987486 
30 .97933 .55811 42081 239Bl 9:J21837 987486 
31 .97933 .54658 42081 23486 9:J21836 987485 
32 .97933 · :J3528 42081 23000 9521836 987485 
33 .97933 · 52421 42081 22525 9521836 987485 
34 .97933 · :J1338 42081 22059 9521835 987485 
3:J .97933 · :J0277 42081 21603 9:J2183:J 987485 

PURE PREI'UUM FOR INSOLVENCY INSURANCE 489359 
DISCOUNTED AT INTEREST RATE 6.00':( 

RATE OF RETURN TO STOCKHOLDERS 7.43y' 
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Flnite Ruin Theory 
Exhibit III 

INSURER SOLVENCY MODEL 

INITIAL SURPLUS 6000000 
CAP ON SURPLUS 6000000 

PREMIUM PAYMENT EACH PERIOD - 21532823 
EXPECTED LOSS EACH PERIOD 20804660 

YEAR PT ST RT RT*ST-l IT/PT DT/PT 

1 .97048 .97048 ~618 50618 5227147 1757804 
2 .94296 .91513 112146 108836 4972395 1462092 
3 .93238 .85325 136602 125008 4885519 1374967 
4 .92870 .79241 145168 123864 4855491 1345513 
5 .92742 .73489 148140 117387 4845059 1335314 
6 .92697 .68123 149174 109626 4841429 1331767 
7 .92682 .63138 149533 101866 4840164 1330531 
8 .92677 .58514 149658 94490 4839724 1330101 
9 .92675 .54227 149702 87596 4839570 1329951 

10 .92674 .50255 149717 81188 4839517 1329899 
11 .92674 .46573 149722 75242 4839498 1329881 
12 .92674 .43161 149724 69731 4839492 1329874 
13 .92674 .39999 149725 64623 4839490 1329872 
14 .92674 .37069 149725 59888 4839489 1329872 
15 .92674 .34353 149725 "501 4839489 1329871 
16 .92674 .31836 149725 51435 4839488 1329871 
17 .92674 .29504 149725 47666 4839488 1329871 
18 .92674 .27342 149725 44174 4839488 1329871 
19 .92674 .25339 149725 40938 4839488 1329871 
20 .92674 .23483 149725 37939 4839488 1329871 
21 .92674 .21762 149725 35159 4839488 1329871 
22 .92674 .20168 149725 32583 4839488 1329871 
23 .92674 .18690 149725 30196 4839488 1329871 
24 .92674 . 17321 149725 27984 4839488 1329871 
25 .92674 .16052 149725 25934 4839488 1329871 
26 .92674 .14876 149725 24034 4839488 1329871 
27 .92674 .13786 149725 22273 4839488 1329871 
28 .92674 .12776 149725 20641 4839488 1329871 
29 .92674 .11840 149725 19129 4839488 1329871 
30 .92674 .10973 149725 17727 4839488 1329871 
31 .92674 . 10169 149725 16428 4839488 1329871 
32 .92674 .09424 149725 15225 4839488 1329871 
33 .92674 .08733 149725 14109 4839488 1329871 
34 .92674 .08094 149725 13076 4839488 1329871 
35 .92674 .07501 149725 12118 4839488 1329871 

PURE PREMIUM FOR INSOLVENCY INSURANCE 1115323 
DISCOUNTED AT INTEREST RATE 6.00Y. 

RATE OF RETURN TO STOCKHOLDERS 12.59Y. 
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